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Preface

Portland that we were checking our emergency bags and fearing

destabilization will lead to more infectious diseases, but mask wearnot yet visceral experiences, to say nothing of the more complex
scenarios that would come to pass, such as how humanity’s response
and would expose, in a new way, the deep racial and class inequities
in the global health system and economy.
topic of literature and its role in helping people comprehend the
nuclear arms race, and genocide—will have profound and lastinternalize the implications of the environmental changes we are
causing incrementally, though with quickening speed. As the afternoon light began to wane, we dreamed of an anthology of short
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approaches, all addressing the question of what the climate crisis
brainstormed potential titles, feeling drawn to the word Anthropocene,
Stoermer to describe what is now widely considered a new geologi-

lishers have an artistic responsibility, and a powerful tool, to explore
our current moment.
Three years later, this vision has become a reality. Fire & Water:
Stories from the Anthropocene

another term, climate fiction, suggesting that it may be a misnomer.
of other species) are myriad, multifaceted, and irreducible to the
narrowly prescribed set of expectations that genres often impose.
There can be no one Thing with a capital T
about climate disruption, as these seventeen stories illustrate. Show-

one category.
through less common angles, but we were unaware of the many
lessons the world would soon be forced to face. In hindsight, we see
is rather than a world that is imagined, helps correct one of our society’s most serious problems, our reluctance to fathom the breadth

and depth of the climate crisis as we are living through it. Fire &
Water speaks not only to those with the desire to tell stories but to all
of us who need to read them.
The climate crisis calls for a sustained, broad, and deep artistic
Fire & Water is but one contribution of many
to come.

Conscription
Hellsmouth was the desolate, demolished terrain of former downtown Seattle that acted as a buffer between our camp and the
leadership of the Emergency Response Department, however, Hellsdidn’t care about nuance; they didn’t have time for subtlety. In the
army, I had the proper time to train and learn the terrain, but my
commander never expected me to know everything overnight. Here,
they needed me to be an expert. I had a history of adaptability. I’d
lived too long in a world constantly collapsing around me. That was
all they needed to know. I’d been to hell on earth before—in Syria
against the Islamic State Reborn, in Nigeria against Boko Haram,

“Here, Guard Saunders!” I said.

guard. I walked into the makeshift woodshed that was the Tactical
provided everything from pundits discussing the government’s suc-

The scope and scale of the information being ingested and analyzed
was immense.
Decker was standing in the middle of it all. He waved Saunders
and me over and began immediately to speak. “New materials are

a former infantry colonel in the army who had spent seven years in
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, before it was
dissolved in favor of the conscription structure. He wasn’t God, but
have been.
I didn’t respond. I let him do the talking.

to save what life and land he could until the impossible happened.
And, if a few Mids died, tragic as it might be, a few Mids died. Still,
I said nothing.
He rubbed the stubble on his chin, took in a breath, and exhaled,

A Seal’s Song
Act I: Plan
It was me and Balena who came up with this.

chance they get. It’s been that way forever. Sure, everyone accepts
tude to Balena, I sucked it up. You know, for the greater good.
And the orcas. They eat us too and bat our dead and dying
bodies through the air like some sick game of water polo. Don’t let
their strangeness fool you, though. They’re the smartest and toughwould run the table, a frothing red tide from horizon to horizon,
nothing alive that they didn’t say so. Those clicks and whistles and

Sometimes it’s like their purpose is to remind the rest of us of
our imperfections—or maybe give us the opportunity to be better
than we are. I didn’t have much to lose, even before Balena found
me. Ever since I could talk, the cows called me things like petulant,
disrespectful, and contrary. The other yearlings called me worse

But even those two know that this isn’t about me, that it’s about
lots

their boats and toss out their deadly, drifting clouds and scoop up

what the men do right in my head.
them, but too many of us were shot from the boats or caught in the
nets. Too many died. The men acted as though we were trying to
steal their
master plan to do away with us, once and for all. I tried to convince
the fat bastard faked like he was deaf and sent me packing.
The cows say I have a special talent for getting into trouble
and bringing the wrong kind of attention to myself. It’s not like I’m

do. I can’t accept that.
My time to prove them wrong came a half-moon ago. Just my

Morse Code of the
Yellow Rail
Daria fully expected to die by volcano. Not by lahar, as, say, if the
twenty-six glaciers on Mt. Rainier melted under that volcano’s heat
it buried everything in its path. Not even by ash clogging the air
was second in the world for number of volcanos, Daria didn’t fear
volcanos in that way. No, what she’d learned from her mother—

If the fall didn’t kill her, the sulfur dioxide fumes would choke her.
course Daria never spoke this plan aloud. It seemed perfectly reasonable to Daria, given the circumstances, but her parents would
never understand.

